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Abstract 
The human enters into the information age in 21st century; the computer science and 

technology are developed at full speed, and already infiltrate into various field 

extensively. Resultantly manual drawing gradually is phased out, for those designers 

who have no prior experience in the computer operation are concerned, they need to 

have a kind of two-dimensional graphical tool. Graphics editor system arose to the 

request for designing planar figures for people who have little knowledge in computer. 

This paper describes the development process of this system what is studied for the 

foundation, utilize object-oriented method to analyze, design with computer figure, and 

adopt Visual C ++ 6.0 as the developing platform. All these have been finished after 1 

month or so. It designs to be two-dimensional graphical software with diverse function 

which operates simply, easy to study, mutual interface friendly graphics editor system 

and has satisfied some figure users at present with the new demand as well. 

The following main functions have been realized in this application: It can draw 

various figures, such as dot, line, circle, arc, parabola and curve, modify them and 

comprehensive editing. Figure editor includes translation, mirroring, rotating and some 

similar operations. Comprehensive drawing includes drawing polygon (sealed and 

arbitrary polygon), round tangent line, round circle contact, line circle contact, some 

circle contacts and so forth. Meanwhile obtain the point of intersect between the 

arbitrary crossing, and draw different figures basically according to the points of 

intersect. By the way, it is capable to cancel and redraw the editing. 

 

Keywords 
object-oriented, MFC, computer design, two-dimension, graphics editor, figure 

modification 
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1.  Introduction 

With computer being perfect, more and more fields need computer design and manage 

deeply; at the same time the flourishing development studying with the figure of 

computer, the growing enterprise on graphics proposed the new request on computer 

graphics editor. This system I want to design arose at the historic moment to the request 

for designing planar figures used the computer for people who have no experience in 

computer.  

Graphic design and drawing in current society plays the pivotal role, not only in 

industry and in our daily lives, it is closely relates to us. In the initial age, Graphic 

design and drawing was realized by handmade painting, along with the times, until the 

present it needs to use the modernized technique – computer to design. Therefore in 

order to help more traditional designers use computers to handle graphics and editing, 

the Graphics Editor application, the two dimensional graphical tool, which follows 

Object-Oriented Method, use Visual C++ 6.0 tool takes the graphical method and the 

geometric model as the design foundation is accomplished. This report describes the 

whole development procedure of this system what bases on object-oriented software 

development methodology. 

1.1  Problem Description  
Currently the most popular graphic software is AutoCAD R14, AutoCAD 2000 and 

even Windows graphic tool. AutoCAD is a powerful software, nevertheless some 

designers know generally of very few about computer operation, accordingly it seems to 

be a very difficulty affair that having a good command of using this software quickly. 

For ordinary designers it is not necessary to master all of functions of AutoCAD. On the 

other hand, despite Windows graphical tool is easy to handle, however, there are some 

defects for designing in this tool, it is unable to paint complicated figures base on 

mechanics accurately. So that, it is obviously difficult to satisfy the requirement of 

design what demands compositive and integrative figures for no experience designers in 

the computer. Consequently, I design and implement one simple graphic edit system to 

solve this kind problem. 

1.2 Goal Criteria 
As the elementary requirements, Goal Criteria for the problem’s solution will be 

described in this section. And they will also be used to evaluate whether the results 

fulfill the purposes and how well they are. 

I.  Creating Essential Objects 
Since plenty of complex graphics are composed by the common elements like dot, line, 

spline curve, arc, parabola and rectangle, creating these simple objects is the primary 

step that offered by this software. 

II.  Editing a Drawing 
No drawing project is ever completed without changes. It has to avoid changing for 

many reasons. Some editing processes are simply part of the drawing process, such as 

copying an object instead of drawing it a second time from scratch. Other types of 
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editing involve making changes by selecting, moving, erasing, rotating, scaling objects 

and so on. 

III.  Comprehensive Painting  
This part should be possible to include drawing polygon (sealed and unsealed polygon), 

round tangent line, round circle contact, line circle contact, some circle contacts etc. for 

amending existing objects. 

IV.  Friendly User Interface 
In order to make the software be applicable to the majority of people, it should firstly 

provide the toolbars, the menus, status bar and pop-up menu (press the right mouse 

button and appear) for users who do not know well computers. Second the solution is 

given to customers by typing the commands directly on the command line.  

1.3  Restrictions  
Because of time limitation and lack of knowledge about computer graphics, my 

application only realizes two-dimensional drawing, namely plain management. As we 

known, in the realistic life all of objects are in three dimensions thereby it will become 

ideally if it is capable of creating three-dimensional objects. Like this will be able to be 

more advantageous to the designer and more direct viewing observation object to design 

an exquisite product. 

1.4  Outline 
Chapter Two describes the technical background: standards, languages and tools that 

will be used. After studying the background, the analysis was explained in Chapter 

Three. Chapter Four covers a discussion of the design while the functionality that was 

implemented and tested in details is presented in Chapter Five. Chapter Six covers the 

conclusion of the thesis and how well the result reachs the Goal Criteria. It also contains 

a discussion about how the work can be continued in the future. 
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2.  Technical Background 

In order to solve the problem commendably, analyze the technical theory turn into an 

important part. Hence this section plans to be an introduction and a preparation for the 

following sections. 

2.1  Object- Oriented Programming 
As Ibrahim Zeid has argued Object-Oriented Programming which is an attempt to 

design a programming language that extended Algol60 began in the 1960s. It is not only 

a kind of language paradigm, but also a methodology for program design [6]. After that 

the general-purpose language Simula67 foremost incorporates the notion of an object. 

“Subsequently, the two different directions taken by Simula67’s influence were 

culminated in the language Smalltalk-80, the first language to incorporate the object 

paradigm in a thorough and consistent way. However, the Object-oriented program 

became widespread actually caused by the language C++.” [9]. Afterward C++, more 

new languages based on object-oriented methods have emerged, thereof Java is used 

widely for “its similarity to C and to C++, but perhaps more importantly because of its 

implementation using a virtual machine that is intended to run code unchanged on many 

different platforms.”[4]. Nevertheless choosing C++ as this system programming 

language, since the reason, “its dominance was further cemented by the rising 

popularity of Graphical user interfaces, for which object-oriented programming is 

allegedly well-suited.” which is mentioned by Wikipedia page [4]. 

Thereinafter are several significant concepts of object-oriented programming. 

Polymorphism 
Polymorphism is defined as “behavior that varies depending on the class in which the 

behavior is invoked” [4], that is, two or more classes can react differently to the same 

message. Ibrahim Zeid states in his book, C++ supports two basic kinds of 

polymorphism, “one is parametric polymorphism, where type parameters may remain 

unspecified in declarations, another is Overloading, or ad-hoc polymorphism, where 

different function or method declarations share the same name and are eliminated 

through the use of the types of the parameters.”[6] 

Inheritance  
Inheritance is the major mechanism in object-oriented languages that “allows the 

sharing of data and operations among classed, as well as the ability to redefine these 

operations without modifying existing code.”[6] For example, in this system, every 

graphics owns color, width and linetype these common data members and each has 

different drawing method. In this way, a function named Draw is defined that is 

superclass — CEntity. Various subclasses are inherited from it such as CLine, CCircle 

and CArc, they define their own geometric data in each two-dimensional class and also 

define construct function in order to produce respective object, overload Draw function 

to realize the different screen drawing. 

Encapsulation 
The concept of encapsulation as used in an object-oriented context refers to “building a 

capsule”, Encapsulation “transforms many into on by adding a new layer. Hereby, it 

uses human abilities to aid us in conceptualizing and dealing with complexity.”[6] 
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2.2  Graphics Programming Basics 
Windows is a kind graphics operating system that everything in it is shown as graphics 

on screens even the text. As a result nobody will doubt about Windows has an abundant 

graphic function library that is Graphics Device Interface (GDI) function library. 

Moreover, it is impossible for users to know the type of equipment what connect to the 

system beforehand in Window, therefore the function about drawing up the screen has to 

realize through equipment Device Context (DC). 

MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class Library) which is defined as “a Microsoft library 

that wraps portions of the Windows API (Application Program Interface) in C++ classes, 

forming an application framework.’[5] Using this object-oriented library, construct, 

modify and reuse graphical user interfaces could be able to handle with a minimum of 

effort. Meanwhile Dev Central has indicated “Classes are defined for many of the 

handle-managed Windows objects and also for predefined windows and common 

controls.”[5] In the Visual C++, MFC has encapsulated many related classes of DC, 

through these kinds of classes it is extremely easy to carry on processing to DC. These 

classes not only contain DC itself, furthermore also has pens, brushes, and fonts these 

graphics tools. 

Generally speaking, graphics programming actually is operation on Graphics Device 

Interface (GDI) function libraries and Device Context (DC) and completing the work by 

using functions in these libraries. 

2.2.1  DC and GDI   

Device Context is “a structure that defines a set of graphic objects and their associated 

attributes, and the graphic modes that affect output.” While an application operates on 

the DC, it usually calls various functions, instead of accessing the structures directly. 

[12] 

Graphics device interface (GDI) “provides functions and related structures that an 

application can use to generate graphical output for displays, printers, and other 

devices.”[10] GDI allows people to draw any objects they want by using functions. 

“Applications direct output to a specified device by creating a device context (DC) for 

the device then GDI returns a device context handle, which is used in subsequent calls 

to identify the device, (e.g. using the handle, an application can retrieve information 

about the capabilities of the device, such as its technology type and the dimensions and 

resolution of the display surface).”[10]  

2.2.2  Coordinate Transformations 

Regardless of drawing on a planar or three-dimensional space, both of them rely on the 

coordinate system. In this section will give a brief introduction of coordinate system -- 

world coordinate system and device (screen) coordinate system and transformations 

between them. 

World coordinate is a virtual coordinate system in the memory while Device 

coordinate, usually points to a screen or printer whose units are pixels. Each coordinate 

consists of an origin, a horizontal ("x") extent, and a vertical ("y") extent. In VC++, 

when clicking the mouse we obtain the screen coordinates whereas for saving the 

coordinate, the necessary entity attributes must be world coordinates. 
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From MSDN library website, we know that the world coordinate system to device 

coordinate system transformation confirms the mapping mode for all graphics output. A 

mapping mode is a scaling transformation that determines two different coordinates 

transform and by this mode the two coordinates are able to alter freely. [13] 
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3.  System Analysis 

In software development process, the key of analysis is establishing a pattern that 

constitutes a common solution to solve a common problem and it may show patterns of 

structure, patterns of behavior, or both. This chapter covers a discussion over the system 

analysis, and the chosen solution will be based on the Goal Criteria. 

3.1 System Function Diagrams 

The Figure 3.1 displays the system is composed of four modules: Drawing objects, 

Editing drawings, Organizing drawings and Displayed views. In general, function in this 

system mainly includes the following several aspects.  

Drawing objects includes mouse terms and keyboard terms (commands), both of 

them require different ways to implement, therefore they were treated as two modules. 

As shown in Figure 3.2, the basic entities are: 

Line    
Base two points to draw. Click left-button of mouse to determine the initial position 

then do the same thing to confirm the end point. Click the right key to cancel the 

drawing. 

Polygon 
This operation could be divided into draw sealed and unsealed polygon. The realization 

method is similar to line drawing. When draw sealed polygon, press the right-button, 

last point automatically connects to the first point. 

Rectangle 
Carry on drawing the rectangle through the left-top angle and the right-bottom angle. 

Circle 
Choose the center and arbitrary point on the circle (the system computes radius) to draw 

a circle. 

Arc 
According to three points drawing arcs, first select the center, then the start and the end 

points. Drawing only can be carried on in the counter-clockwise. 

Editing drawings involves scaling, rotation, move, and mirror these geometric 

transformation functions. To introduce the general concepts associated with these 

editing functions in brief probably is necessary:  

Scaling  
It is applied to alter the size of an object by multiplying graphics position (x, y), if the 

transformed coordinate (x’, y’), the simple one will be  

x’ = x*tx ,y’ = y*ty 

where tx, ty respectively represent the scaling factor in the x, y direction. 

Rotate 
Rotation of an object by specifying a rotate angle and an axis, after rotation the original 

object will not be reserved. All points of the object will transform to new coordinates 

through the defined angle and axis. Assume the rotation angle is t, the initial position is 

(x, y) then the new coordinate position (x’, y’): 
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x’ = x*cos(t) – y*sin(t), y’ = x*sin(t) + y*cos(t) 

Whereas this equation is only for the initial point which is at the coordinate origin, 

while the point is not at the origin adding the start point coordinate of axis. 

Mirror 
Mirror operation is that generates a mirror image of an object relative to an axis by 

rotating the object and the rotation path is the perpendicular to the axis. Input the axis, 

utilize the rotation method can realize the mirror function and the original graphics is 

reserved. 

  Organizing drawings is drawing different graphics according to the objects or 

numbers of points which the user selects. For instance, draw arc by picking three points 

or draw tangent circle when select a point and a line. The specification about this 

function will be explained in the Chapter 5. 

  Displayed Views is a change for all figures on the entire area, including zoom out, 

zoom in and view move. Zoom out or zoom in each time, the entire view expands or 

shrinks 1.5 times, it can continual enlargement and reduce 8 times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Four modules in Graphics Editor. 
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Figure 3.2: As one of main functions in the system, Drawing objects can be 

implemented in two ways, mouse and keyboard terms, in order to draw different 

figures. 

 

3.2 Abstract Base Classes 

Abstract Base Classes is supposed to define all the common function in super classes, 

by this way the property of class hierarchies. 

In this system when processing graphics objects, it can be boiled down to process 

point position, for instance, drawing line supposed to offer two positions, moving and 

rotate lines actually aim at two positions, thus I define a Position class; All the graphics 

object have color, breadth and line type these properties and actions, as a result I create 

CEntity class; Another base class -- CCommand be explained in this section as well. 

3.2.1  Position Class 

There is a correlative class Cpoint in MFC, however I have not adopted it but creating 

my own class, the main reasons as follow: 

a. The point coordinate in CPoint are integer variable, always in low precision 

b. The coordinate of CPoint merely presents the points on Screen Coordinate 

(device), whereas no matter what graphics object, it is outwardness. The 

relationship will barely happen when it displays on the screen, hence it is 

unreasonable to record an outwardness object simply by the screen coordinate. 

c. The functions of CPoints are unable to satisfy the system requirements. 

   Position Class corresponds to a planar position; this position exists in objective world, 

i.e. the World Coordinate System (working). Howbeit Window message (e.g., 

WM_MOUSE_MOVE) obtains the coordinate of mouse-cursor is the Device 

Coordinate System (screen). In order to establish the relation between World coordinate 

and Screen coordinate, I need to:  
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1. Transform World coordinate to Screen coordinate, so that showing the graphics 

objects. 

2. Receive Screen coordinate from Window message and change into World 

coordinate, then do process and storage. 

       Bases on above analysis, using Position Class show point coordinates. And because of 

complex operation of points may happen while drawing, Position Class must have X, 

Y-axis attributes and the algorithm methods. 

3.2.2  CEntity Class 

CEntity is the parent of all graphics objects, hereby it owns all common properties (e.g. 

color, line type and breadth.); Every entity has drawing motion, through various 

methods to draw itself, then in Base Class should have drawing methods. 

After setting up the class, if request to add a new graphics object, it only need to 

inherit base class when creating a new graphical class, and append own property, 

implement concrete abstract operation, other part of system basically can remain as 

before. 

MFC provides CObject class, which possesses many useful characteristics including 

object diagnostic output and serialization supporting; these will be propitious to my 

system, wherefore CEntity inherit CObjcet class. 

3.2.3  CCommand Class 

Abstracting the operation of creating and modifying the graphics into a CCommand 

class, not only improve the readability, avoid massive Switch Case statements and also 

represent adequately object-oriented programming method. 

CCommand provides the left button, the right button and moving mouse these three 

methods, all the operation concerning creation and modification inherit it. Clicking the 

left mouse button once and inputting one point, pressing the right button once and 

canceling operation, these kinds of operation are also defined in CCommand class. 

3.3 Parameter Equations 
Computer Graphics utilizes geometric module that gives each graphics defining diverse 

parameter equations. 

In this system, it refers to a large number of graphical parameter equations when 

executing selection and edit. Parameter equations is a mark of graphics, by them we can 

confirm many attributes. Consequently, it is necessary for us to make sure the parameter 

equations 
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The Parameter Equations that appear in this system are in this Figure 3.3. 

 

Object Names Parameter Equations and instructions 

 

Line 

X=ax*t+bx;Y=ay*t+by                     0<=t<=1 /* bx=X0;by=Y0;ax=X1-bx;ay=Y1-by;    （X0，Y0），（X1，Y1）are two ends of the line*/ 
Circle X=r*cos(t)+X0;Y=r*sin(t)+Y0                0<=t<=2π /* r is radius;（X0，Y0）is the center of circle */ 
 

Arc 

X=r*cos(t)+X0;Y=r*sin(t)+Y0          start <=t<= end /* r is radius;（X0，Y0）is the center     start is start angle, end means end angle */ 
 

Eclipse 

X=a*cos(t)+X0;Y=b*sin(t)+Y0                0<=t<=2π /* r a represents major axis; b is minor axis;（X0，Y0）is the center*/ 
 

 

Parabola 

X=ax*t²+bx*t+X0; Y=ay*t²+by*t+Y0;                      0<=t<=1 /* ax=2(X2-2X1+X0);ay=2(Y2-2Y1+Y0); bx=4X1-X2-3X0; by=4Y1-Y2-3Y0;     (X0,Y0);(X1,Y1);(X2,Y2)are points of Parabola */ 
 

 

Spline 

Curve 

X=((-t³+3t²-3t+1)*X0+(3t³-6t²+4)*X1 +(-3t³+3t²+3t+1)*X2+t³*X3)/6;  Y=((-t³+3t²-3t+1)*Y0+(3t³-6t²+4)*Y1 +(-3t³+3t²+3t+1)*Y2+t³*Y3)/6;           0<=t<=1 /* (X0,Y0);(X1,Y1);(X2,Y2);(X3,Y3) mean control positions */ 
 

Figure 3.3: They are the symbols via them we can define many properties. 

 

From the parameter equation, we know four points may determine a section of spline 

curves, correspondingly throughout varying one of control points to get different curves. 

This is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Throughout changing one control point A into A’ to we can obtain a new 

spline curve. 

A 

A’ 

The previous spline curve The changed spline curve 
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3.4 Selection Methods 
When you choose an editing command, the next step undoubtedly is selecting objects. 

As a result, we need to offer several methods of selection, direct pixel-hits and scan are 

my choices.  

Direct pixel-hits just as its name implies every graphic entity can be selected directly.  

Hit the arbitrary position of graphic to pick the object. Since the basic graphics (point, 

circle, arc, etc.) have straightforward realization I take this method.  

The principle of Scan seems simpler. Scanning all points of graphic entity and 

comparing them with the selected point, if it less than the precision, getting it. When do 

the implementation, we probably put X or Y coordinate of selected point into the 

parameter equation, obtain another coordinate and compare it with the selected point.  

Otherwise Scan is used for selecting Parabola and Spline-curve. 

3.5 User Interface 
Usability is the degree to which the design of a particular user interface takes into 
account psychoology of the users, and makes the process of using the system effective 

and satisfied. Base on the importance of usability, the application provide friendly 

simply and conveniently user interface. 

1. It involves menu, diverse toolbars, command line and status bar. Prompting and 

guiding for uesr a quick way to input, output and execute the command. 

2. Display various cursors when carry out different tasks. Give a brief example, cursor 

appears line while drawing the line. 

3. After grphics changing the status, it needs to have striking display, such as changing 

color or highlight, e.g. if you going to select an object, it will be highlighted. 

4. Bring in the rubber technology, it can memory new input, namely when creating 

graphics provide visual feedback to the user.                                                                 
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4.  Design 

System design covers general and detailed design two parts. General design makes use 

of diagrams and chats to describe class hierarchical structure; in the second part, it 

identifies several design attributes and methods. 

4.1 General Design 
I introduce the concrete design of the Abstract Base Classes depending on system 

analysis and enumerate class hierarchies diagrams. 

4.1.1 Class Hierarchies 

In the chapter 4, there are the definitions about three classes. According to it, the 

particular description of Hierarchies in this system is introduced as follows.  

First of all the class hierarchical structure has three main characteristics. 

a. On the top of class is always a base class, which contains public function (public 

data member and member function) such as CEntity haply is abstract class or not, 

in this application it is not. 

b. Derived class inherit all the member of base class, meanwhile it may add new 

public data member and member function to extend basic class. 

c. Derived class is able to cover all the member function (especially virtual function) 

sequentially supplies for function new actions. 

On account of Position presents the point coordinate, any class, which has point 

attributes, combines the Position, e.g. Cline, CArc and CCircle. Hence, as a base class, 

Position provides a lot of mathematics methods for people to call it as same as using Int 

or Double. 

Every graphic object inherits CEntity, as the basis it inherits and totally takes 

advantage of CObject of MFC. Due to different objects own distinct drawing ways, it is 

assuredly that we have to specify a Draw method and declare the method as virtual 

function; it should be covered by its derived class, accordingly to achieve 

polymorphism. The Draw function defined in CEntity is only no-operation and its 

hierarchical diagram is the Figure 4.1. 

CCommand is abstract class; the whole methods are virtual functions. The 

object-oriented techniques CCommand possesses of let implementation become 

efficient and enhance the expandability, readability and maintainability. Figure 4.2 

displays its structure. 
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Draw()  GetBox() Pick() Rotate() Mirror() Move() ZoomInOut() Serialize() others are elided. CQx m_first m_second m_third m_four  CCircle m_center m_Radius  CPar m_begin m_middle m_end  CEllipse m_begin m_end  CLine m_begin m_end                                                                                                                            Qfc() 

CObject 
CEntity m_type m_color m_lineStyle m_lineWidth Draw、GetBox Pick、Rotate Mirror、Move ZoomInOut… CDot, CArc 

and CRect, are 

omitted. 

 

…… 

Figure 4.1: CEntity hierarchical diagram. It shows CEntity class derives from 

CObject, as the parent of all graphics object, has all common properties as well as 

drawing objects. 
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4.1.2 Data Structure 

While confirming date structure of graphic objects, the following requirements are 

supposed to satisfy: 

� Sufficient memory easy to extend, Demand system is able to manage enough 

graphics, even if capacity is deficient the system still convenient for extension. 

� Well flexibility, One is could satisfy diversified coordinate system data, in 

addition the system can be easy for most users understanding, mastering and 

commanding. 

� Faster run speed, Data structure and Storage organization can achieve the 

request that system plans to run quickly. Actually Data structure and Storage 

organization is an organic whole, only when these aspects assort with each 

other the goal can be achieved well, barely to discuss and the emphasis one 

part is impossible to realize this request. 

After we have been clear about the construction of data is the system key problem, it 

has a great influence on overall performance. I have carried on the comparison to each 

kind of data structure and the storage structure. 

a. Comparison of the C++ and MFC array: 

Below using the C++ array we are possible to use the code realization CEntity * entityArray [1000]; // Create 1000 entity at most int  nEntityCunt;            // Presently found entity number …… CEntity *pEntity=new Cline();// Create a new entity (Line) EntityArray(nEntityCount)=pEntity;// Put the created entity in the array    NentityCount ++;                 // Presently found entity number add 1 

CCreateLine  m_begin m_end   CCreateQx m_first m_second m_third m_four  CMove  m_basePos m_desPos  

CCommand m_nStep Cancel() GetType() OnLButtonDown() OnMouseMove() OnRButtonDown() 
CCreDot, CCreArc,  CCreCir, CCreRect CCreEpse, CCrePar CCreMul, CMirror, CRotate are omitted. 

Cancel() GetType() OnLButtonDown() OnMouseMove() OnRButtonDown() 
…… 

 Figure 4.2: CComand hierarchical diagram. It displays CCommand class 

abstracts the operation of creating and modifying the graphics into this class 

and can improve the readability, avoid Switch Case statements. 
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We are able to utilize the following code if using MFC array: CObArray entityArray; // An array, be used for saving already created entity  …… CEntity *pEntity=new Cline();// Create a new entity (Line) EntityArray.Add(pEntity);// Put it into array  
Contrasting the above code, the superiority of MFC array CObArray is obvious, it 

does not need to care about how many entities can be saved, and moreover using the 

C++ array is extremely easy to make a mistake. This system adopts the MFC to 

preserve the massive entities, more convenient and efficient. 

b. Linked List, Array and Data Dictionary Selection 

In the MFC, has provided above three kinds of sets, which offer the effective methods 

for managing data sets. These sets have the quite prominent merit, they might be 

suitable for various objects and the predefined types, furthermore the size is the 

dynamic change, and the most widespread purpose of the sets is defining the document 

object date structure in main frame of the application  

i)  Linked List 

The Linked List class provides Double-Linked List. Each list has “head” and “foot” 

crunodes, might supplement, insert and delete the elements in the list efficiently and 

rapidly. 

ii)  Array 

Array is one of the simplest data structures. Arrays hold a series of data elements, 

usually of the same size and data type. Individual elements are accessed by their 

position in the array. The position is given by an index, which is also called a subscript. 

When necessary, the array size is invariable. 

iii)  Data Dictionary (Mapping) 

The mapping transforms data values into the correlative key assignments, then 

according to the assignments to index data item, for example in the Windows system, 

which Windows does not track MFC, the CWnd object belong to which window, 

therefore the application uses the Cmap object to associate the window handle with 

theirs CWnd object. 

Above storage structures all respectively has each merits, I have used them in 

different parts. 

c. CObArray and COblist Selection 

After CEntity is derived from CObject of MFC, there are respectively two libraries 

could offer appropriate data, CObArray and COblist. CObArray is an array class, may 

preserve the pointer that point to CObject, hereby it is possible saving the CEntity* 

pointer in the array. On the other hand the CEntity* pointer is able to be preserved in the 

double-linked list, permit bidirectional search.  

This system uses the COblist to save the new graphic object and utilizes ObArray to 

preserve the selective object. 

4.2 Detailed Design 
The detailed design stage mainly make use of the development kit, determine the 

realization process as well as the algorithm, lay the solid foundation for the system 
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implementation. 

4.2.1 Drawing Objects 

Drawing is the foundation of this application, only when it is successful we probably 

can edit and do some changes. 

The system has selected two painted methods, one is the command cartography, and 

another is through the mouse. Their program flow chats, the class relation and the object 

relation are not similar. The Figure 4.3, 4.4 respectively take the curve as an example, 

explain in drawing the curve process, the call relation between the classes by using 

mouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CPaintView  memberFxn() command()  CQx   Draw()  
 

Input command 

CPaintView  OnCreateEntity() OnLButtonDown() OnRButtonDown() OnMouseMove()  
CCommand   OnLButtonDown() OnRButtonDown() OnMouseMove()  
CCreateQx  OnLButtonDown() OnRButtonDown() OnMouseMove()  CEntity   Draw()  

CQx   Draw()  

Press Menus or   

Buttons 

Click the Left or 

Right button of 

mouse and move 

 

Figure 4.3: Take the curve as example, explain the call relation between the 

classes and reveal the whole flow about drawing the curve by using mouse. 

Figure 4.4: It unfolds the call relation between the classes in drawing the curve 

process by using inputting command. 
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We have been definitely known about the call relation from the charts Figure 4.3, 4.4, 

firstly describe the command cartography. 

a. Defines memberFxn() and command() these two message mapping functions in 

the CpaintView. memberFxn() uses for responding the commands that the user 

input, command() acts according to the user’s the input judging the operation. 

b. In command() function, compare the input commands with the command list; 

create the object and the corresponding paint function bases on the command. 

For instance when the user input is QX, the curve is created, then call the 

relevant paint function of this curve object to drawing the graphics. 

 

The mouse cartography process may explain. 

a. Define OnCreateEntity() function in the CPaintView message mapping, when 

user presses menu options, the system carries out this function. 

b. Judge the ID number of menu options to find corresponding CreateEntity(). 

(E.g. Click the curve menu and then create CCreateQx().) 

c. After the user’s input, CCreateEntity() will call CEntity and use Draw() 

method to draw. 

d. Call the corresponding graphic class method and the essential eraser in the 

mouse response event. 

4.2.2  Picking Objects 

As mentioned in last chapter, the system chooses the direct pixel-hits and the Scan two 

methods carries on picking (selecting). Take selecting the curve as the example to 

display the process as shown Figure 4.5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like the diagram obviously, OnPick() function has been defined in the CPaintView, 

using for operation which responds selecting, and identifies with the variable; As 

CPaintView  OnPick() OnLButtonDown() OnMouseMove()  
CPaintDoc   OnLButtonDown() OnRButtonDown()  CEntity  Pick() Draw() CQx  Pick() Draw()  

 

Press Menus or  Buttons 
Click the L/R button 

of mouse and move 

Figure 4.5: Take the curve as example to indicate the process about Picking 

objects. 
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executing the mouse event of the CPaintView, inspect the variable, when inspect the 

current one is for selected operation, in response the mouse event in documents; In 

documents mouse event, call OnPick() function; Finally act according to the specific 

entity call OnPick() function of concrete object, thus has realized the picking process. 

4.2.3 Graphics Modification and Edit 

In this section, I take graphics moving, selecting, undo and restore as example and 

combine program flow chart, introduce particularly this part of function design process. 

Graphics Modification and Edit also has the mouse input and the command input two 

interactive ways, the mouse input is simple, direct-viewing and easy to operate, and the 

command input is convenient for accurate drawing. Since the two ways are similar, the 

process of the command input will no longer be mentioned. 

Graphics Moving consists of six steps: 

1. Define OnModifyEntity() function in CpaintView message mapping. 

2. In OnModifyEntity() function, bases on the command ID number determination for 

Moving operation Cmove() 

3. Wait for users input base and target positions 

4. As soon as input positions, Cmove() inspects the present entity which in the 

selected set，then call CEntity(). 

5. CEntity() call the object Move() function, according to the concrete object in the 

selected set.  

6. In the concrete object, just as in Line’s Move() function, call OffSet() function 

according to Base and Target Position to change the attributes of concrete object.  

 

The graphics moving may be completed through above steps, if carry on the view 

moving, generally speaking is the same, only the fourth step: the inspection is about the 

entity of the selected set，but for the view moving, inspection is concerning the graphics 

linked list and the selected set.. 

Graphics Picking differs from Moving, selecting utilizes functions to realize. I give 

a definition to OnPick() function, respond the event according to the mouse in the 

documents. Then calling OnPick() of the concrete object. In Picking process, if presses 

the Ctrl, then may pitch on multiple entities. 

In order to realize the function that Undo and Redraw, this system has defined a 

temporary linked list to save the entity, which has just been undone. At the moment 

redraw, take out the entity from this linked list again and redraw up. The Figure 4.6 

describes undo and redraw process. The parameters of Undo and Redraw are different 

when calling Draw().Undo is calling Draw(pDC, dmInvalid),but Redraw call 

Draw(pDC, dmNormal). 
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CEntity 

 

 

Draw() 

CPaintView 

 

OnHf() 

Redraw 

Takeout 

Temporary  

Linked List 

Entity Linked 

List 

CPaintView 

 

OnUndo() 

Undo 
PutOut 

Takeout 

 Figure 4.6: The flow chart of Undo and Redraw process. 
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5.  Implementation 

In the implementation, this paper identifies the system how to program on the analysis 

and design foundation; recognizes questions and its objects; classifies bases on the 

common ground and differentia of objects; designs international message, algorithm and 

method which between the object. This application utilizes Visual C++ 6.0 as 

development tool; transforms the first several stages achievement to the procedure 

source code and runs it on the computer. The main interface Figure 5.1 displays below.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: The main interface of Graphics editor. 

 

5.1 Framework 
“MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class Library) is a Microsoft library that wraps portions 

of the Windows API in C++ classes, forming an application framework.” [5] We may 

establish the application under the framework. In order to enable this system to satisfy 

the demand, I have chosen the Multi-Document/ScrollView-based framework for 

creating architectures.  

Its reason lies in: Practically, Multi-Document can handle several documents at the 

same time. Additionally, editng graphics probably exceed the screen scope, thus it is 

advantageous to edit with scrollview. Although the CView can realize roll by message 
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handling function of the horizontal and vertical rolls, CScrollView is able to suppose 

scrolls and keyboard messages dynamically, no longer do more work. As a consequence, 

CscrollView is treated as the View base class. 

5.2  Position Class 
It is obviously how important Position Class is, it expresses point’s coordinates, and 

basically all classes combine it. The definition of Position as follows: 

 class Position { public:  double   x;   // It means X-axis  double   y;  // It means Y-axis public:   Position();        // Constructed Function  Position(double ox, double oy);  Position(const double *pnt);  Position(const Position& positionSrc);  ~Position();      // Destructor  void  Init();// Member variable initially  operator const double *() const;         operator double *();           friend Position operator+(const Position& position1,const Position& position2); friend Position  operator-(const Position& position1,const Position& position2);  friend Position  operator*(const Position& position, const double& scale);  const Position& operator+=(const Position& positionSrc);  const  Position& operator-=(const Position& positionSrc);  const Position& operator*=(const double& scale);  double Distance(const Position& pnt); // Ask distances between two positions    …… }; 
 

From the above definition, may see to the Position Class overloading massive 

operators, this has been advantageous expanding the C++ operator to he Position object, 

causing the code to be more direct-viewing and readability. The operation between the 

Position objects will appear frequently in other class realization; in that case the 

Position Class should be extended constantly in the development process. 

5.3  Selecting Points 
Point selection includes picking the start point, end point, the center point, the control 

point and so on. In addition, how to seek the intersection point is mentioned in the 

section too. 

Since the system prescribes the number of points which be selected cannot exceed 

four, whenever select, the first step is calculate the current number. 
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Afterwards, I discuss two kinds of point selection. 

Control point selection 

The premise is picking the object, next single-click Right button of mouse, through the 

shortcut menu to select the Control point (as shown in Figure 5.2). Take selecting four 

control points of the spline curve as example; give a particular description about the 

process.  

 

 

  Figure 5.2: The shortcut menu of control point selection. 

 

After the users pick one curve, single-clicks the mouse right button, choose “spline 

curve” in the shortcut menu, then a new dialog box appears (It can be clearly seen in 

Figure 5.3). When the user finishes, the system bases on user's choice, selects the 

corresponding control point. The realization process may describe that scan the 

selection set to find the spline curve, at the same time generate the relevant object, take 

out the control point coordinates of this object, ultimately call Draw() function to 

redraw this point.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: The shortcut menu of spline curve. 

 

Intersection point selection 

Intersection point selection correspondingly is quite complex; however the general 

thought is still scanning method. Namely calculate the point’s number of selected object, 

then compared with other objects. For example: Chooses one intersection point which 

from one graphics and line, compare all the points of these two graphics, if equal then 

select. This article take “select the line to ask the intersection point of this line and the 
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curve” as example. The flow may divide into five steps: 

1. Scanning entity linked list, find the first curve. 

2. Calculate the first point of the curve. 

3. Compare it with all points of line. 

4. If the curve point equals some point of line then get the intersection point. Find 

the second curve, repeat the 2, 3 steps. 

5. If does not equal then calculate the next point of line, repeat the 3, 4 steps. 

After select the point of intersection can press F11 to view coordinates directly, 

whenever the user plans to cancel selection, may press F1, F2, F3, F4 to cancel the 

corresponding points respectively (as shown in Figure 5.4). 

 

 

Figure 5.4: The shortcut menu when enter two points. 

 

5.4 Editing the Drawing 
In the part, the article mainly specifies how to implement drawing graphics bases on 

point numbers, tangency circle and move function. 

5.4.1 Drawing Bases Point Numbers 

As soon as users enter or select the point, single-click right button of mouse, the 

shortcut menu will show which graphics might be drawn according the point account. 

E.g. when enter two points, the shortcut menu displays that we can draw line, rectangle, 

circle and ellipse these figures. 

Same principle, when input three points may draw parabola, arc and so on. Input four 

points should draw the spline curve. 

5.4.2 Tangent Circle 

The tangent circles drawing includes select point and circle, point and line, point and arc, 

line and circle, line and line, circle and circle painting. This function has chiefly utilized 

geometric knowledge about how to get the tangent circles, and used plentiful 

mathematics calculation, involves to the angle solution, perpendicular solution as well 

as distance solution. 

When select two more objects, single-clicks the mouse right button, waiting for the 

command. Tangent circles method. It has two ways, inscribe and excircle. The 

realization procedure is initially get tangent circle’s radius, then call Draw() to draw the 

circle. As shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Known Circle A and Point C to obtain Excircle B in this system. 

5.4.3 Moving Objects 

The graphics moving is one function of modification. Before executing it, first need to 

select the entity, otherwise, the moving button as well as the menu option cannot be 

chosen. The graphics moving accomplishes according to the base point and the target 

point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following paragraph analyses the principle of the moving function 

implementation from the mathematical model. From Figure 5.6 may know, if has known 

the base point A and the target point B coordinates, could be very easy to obtain two 

x-coordinates and the y-coordinate distances. If the x, y-coordinates of control point 

(that is, the attribute of entity) also move the corresponding distance, after that redraw 

again, then the moving can be achieved. 

The graphics moving implementation must revise every Move function of entity. In 

order to maintain the encapsulation, avoid much repetitive work, this system adds Offset 

function to complete coordinates addition in the Position class. The below code is the 

definition and implementation about Offset.  

 class Position { …… public:  Position Offset(const double & deltax,const double & deltay); …… } 
// Execution about graphics offset 

Base A(x,y) 
Target B(x,y) 

 

Circle A 

Circle B 

Point C 

Figure 5.6: Realization of Moving objects. 
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Position Position::Offset(const double & deltax,const double & deltay) {  Position pnt(x + deltax, y + deltay);  return pnt;  } 
// Execution about graphics offset Position Position::Offset(const Position& off) {  Position pnt(x + off.x, y + off.y);  return pnt; } 

Considering the polymorphism of C++, here has used two methods, in which first 

method is use the control point on X, Y axis projection that is deltax, deltay to obtain 

the translation distance, the other way is gain the offset distance directly which is off.x, 

off.y. By adding offsets to the original point coordinates (x, y) to obtain the new 

coordinate position (X, Y), the equation is 

X = x + deltax, Y = y + deltay 

or  

X = x + off.x, Y = y + off.y 

When input the different parameter utilizes the different method, the result is the same. 

Above all, it needs to explain, the realization of using mouse to draw is a little 

different from traditional methods in this system. Generally, the traditional method is 

clicking the mouse left button once, then drag the mouse to the target point. Instead, for 

drawing in this application, users only need to double click the left button of mouse in 

this application. Therefore I continuously keep this thought in the implementation, in 

the CCommand class, defined a variable to mark our operation steps. Definition as 

follows: class CCommand { protected:  int  m_nStep ;     …… } 
 

The next is to understand how the CPaintView respond the message mapping 

function as well as how execute the moving command. 

The message function definition was declared in the CPaintView head document: afx_msg void OnModifyEntity(int m_nID); afx_msg void OnUpdateModifyCommand(CCmdUI* pCmdUI) 
In order to realize the relation between objects, in CpaintView.cpp defines a message 

mapping:  

 ON_COMMAND_RANGE(ID_MODIFY_MOVE,ID_MODIFY_MIRROR,OnModifyEntity) ON_UPDATE_COMMAND_UI_RANGE(ID_MODIFY_MOVE,ID_MODIFY_MIRROR, OnUpdateModifyCommand) 
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Define a command class pointer CCommand* m_pCmd in the CpaintView, mark the 

current operation with it. Assign m_pCmd in OnModifyEntity() function, then base on 

m_pCmd to invoke concrete OnLButtionDown() of objects, finally call concrete Move() 

function of CEntity 

5.5 Testing 
Since the implemention almost is fulfilled, the last and significant stage is testing. In the 

test process, I not only test the source program, but also inspect the function of the 

whole application in detail. Concerning the test method, I choose the common ways, 

such as analog data, exhaustion test, security, functionality and structure testing these 

methods. Through repetitious debugging, sequentially guarantee this system quality and 

the reliability, remove some bugs, and enhance compatibility and security as well. 

However, testing is far-flung processes, many errors, which the software exists; require 

to be discovered until it is used. I am supposed to manage and maintain the system by 

further requirements and make it more perfect.  
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6.  Conclusion 

This chapter contains a description and an evaluation of the result; which will be 

analyzed to determine if it corresponds to the Goal Criteria defined in Section 1.2 and 

solve the problem. Here follows some suggestions of how to take the work to the higher 

level. 

6.1 Evaluation 
The following advantages are according to an extended testing of divers parameters, 

despite this system is not perfect. 

  Making the best use of Object-Oriented Method to achieve targets 

  Utilizing the C++ characteristic fully, for instance the polymorphism, the 

inheritance, operator overloading and so forth. 

  The function realization method is flexible 

  The programmed structure is clear 

  Providing better readability and avoiding the traditional massive Switch Case 

tedious structure 

  Easy to extend and the transplant 

Evaluate the results based on the problem mentioned in the beginning of thesis and 

the Goal Criteria, the application basically accord the requirements. Compares with 

Windows graphic tool, this software owns more powerful functions and accuracy 

system; for AutoCAD R14, AutoCAD 2000 these popular software, this application 

solves their defects, which the graphics is excessively canonical and not easy to manage, 

for design, provides a special graphic tool for ordinary designer who have limit 

knowledge about computer. However, it is noteworthy that this system only realizes 

two-dimensional drawing and how to improve is left for the future work. 

6.2 Further Development 
Concerning to explorations of Graphical Editor in the future should take a deeper look 

in the development of glass domain. The improvement of Graphical Editor could be 

divided into two parts: maintain the present system and improve the function with the 

future requirements. The generality could be evolved when it is utilized widely in the 

glass field. For another thing, the possibilities of creating 3D objects would eventually 

be a completely perfect graphical tool. 
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A  Appendix 

A.1 Objects List 

 

Name Parent Attribute Method Abstract 

Position None x、y Distance, IsInBox, Offset 

Rotate, Mirror 

False 

CEntity CObject m_type, m_color 

m_lineStyle, m_lineWidth 

Copy, Draw, ZoomInOut 

GetBox, Rotate, Move, Mirror 

False CComand None m_nStep GetType,Cancel,OnLButtonDown 

OnMouseMove,OnRButtonDown 

True 

CArc CEntity m_center,m_end, m_begin Inherit Parent False 

CDot CEntity m_dot Inherit Parent False 

CCircle CEntity m_center, m_dRadius Inherit Parent False 

CLine CEntity m_begin, m_end Inherit Parent, Qfc() False 

CRect CEntity m_Ltop, m_RBottom Inherit Parent, Qfc() False 

CEllipse CEntity m_begin, m_end Inherit Parent False 

CPar CEntity m_begin,m_end,m_middle Inherit Parent False 

CQx CEntity p1, p2, p3, p4 Inherit Parent False 

CMulti CEntity m_begin, m_end Inherit Parent False 

CCreArc CComand m_center,m_end,m_begin Inherit Parent False 

CCreDot CComand m_dot Inherit Parent False 

CCreCir CComand m_center, m_dRadius Inherit Parent False 

CCreLine CComand m_begin, m_end Inherit Parent False 

CCreRect CComand m_Ltop, m_Rbottom Inherit Parent False 

CCreEpse CComand m_begin, m_end Inherit Parent False 

CCrePar CComand m_begin,m_end,m_middle Inherit Parent False 

CCreQx CComand p1,p2,p3,p4 Inherit Parent False 

CCreMul CComand m_begin, m_end Inherit Parent False 

CMove CComand m_basePos, m_desPos Inherit Parent False 

CMirror CComand m_basePos, m_desPos Inherit Parent False 

CRotate CComand m_basePos, m_desPos Inherit Parent False 

CSplash CComand m_bitmap PostNcDestroy, 

ShowSplashScreen 

HideSplashScreen 

False 

CTipDlg CComand m_strTip, m_pStream OnNextTip, OnOK False 

 

Figure A.1 Objects List 
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A.2 Commands List  
Command Action 

dot Draw dot through one point 

line Draw line through two points 

rmul Draw multi-line through N points  

fmul Draw polygon through N points  

rect Draw rectangle through two points  

circle Draw circle through two points  

arc Draw arc through three points  

ellipse Draw ellipse through two points  

par Draw parabola through three points  

qx Draw spline curve through four points 

pick Pick entity 

move Move selected entity  

rotate Rotate selected entity 

mirror Mirror selected entity 

delete Delete selected entity 

redraw Redraw view 

undo Undo entity 

restore Restore entity 

zoomin Zoom In 

zoomout Zomm Out 

viewmove Move view 

 

Figure A.2 Commands List 
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